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Abstract 
This paper presents a balanced canonical form for the class of discrete-time minimal 
systems. The main tool is to establish a bijection between the set of minimal systems and 
the class of minimal discrete-time asymptotically stable systems of the same dimension. 
This characteristic map is shown to preserve system equivalence and balancing. The ca- 
nonical form for discrete-time minimal systems is then constructed by mapping the sys- 
tem to its discrete-time asymptotically stable counterpart via the characteristic map, 
transforming the resulting system to Lyapunov-balanced canonical form, and returning 
to the original system class by means of the inverse characteristic map. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
The aim of  this paper is to present a balanced canonical form for the class 
L p'm of  discrete-t ime minimal  systems (A ,B ,C ,D)  E Nnxn x ~ .. . .  x ~P×" 
× ~p×m, where ~ = N or ~ = C. In the work of  Ober [1] on balanced canonical  
forms for different classes of  transfer functions, the emphasis is mainly on the 
cont inuous-t ime case, and discrete-time canonical  forms for the set of  minimal  
discrete-t ime asymptot ical ly  stable systems D~" c L p'm as well as for bounded 
real and posit ive real systems are obtained by relating the discrete-time function 
classes to their cont inuous-t ime counterparts  via the M6bius transform. This 
approach obviously fails for systems in L~ p,', since the M6bius transform is 
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not a bijection between the classes of minimal systems with time axis R and 7/, 
respectively. 
Our approach is motivated by the work of Fuhrmann and Ober [2,3] on dif- 
feomorphisms between sets of continuous-time linear systems. Using the You- 
la Kucera parametrization f all stabilizing controllers, the authors investigate 
a canonical pair of solutions of the Bezout equations to obtain the associated 
characteristic functions; moreover, state-space formulas for the different char- 
acteristic maps are derived. 
Our solution of the canonical form problem is to establish a bijective corre- 
spondence between systems in L p,m and systems in D~,, m via the characteristic 
map, which is defined such that it respects balancing. Hence a balanced canon- 
ical form can be obtained as follows: First, the given system is mapped to its 
asymptotically stable counterpart via the characteristic map; the resulting sys- 
tem is brought into Lyapunov-balanced canonical form and then transformed 
back to the original system class via the inverse characteristic map. Observe 
that since the characteristic map is given in state-space t rms, this method to- 
gether with any algorithm for the determination of the balanced canonical 
form of a system in D/n ~'m constitutes an implementable method for the calcula- 
tion of balanced canonical forms. 
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides ome basic facts about 
balancing and canonical forms. An important ool is derived in Section 3: the 
discrete-time analogue of the Bucy relations [4]. These are well-known in the 
continuous-time case but - to the authors' best knowledge have not yet been 
presented for discrete-time systems. The characteristic map and its inverse are 
introduced in Section 4, and the most important properties of these two maps 
are discussed. The proofs in that section involve calculations which are tedious 
but not difficult. For the sake of completeness, they have been included in Ap- 
pendix A. Finally, Section 5 treats the examination of the characteristic map 
with respect to balancing, and a balanced canonical form for discrete-time min- 
imal systems is proposed. 
2. Preliminaries 
The class of minimal systems (A ,B ,C ,D)  E IN "×n x Gn×m X IN p×n X Gp×m 
where G = N or % ---- C, is denoted by L p'm. The system (A,B, C,D),  or simply, 
the matrix A, is said to be (discrete-time asymptotically) stable iff all the eigen- 
values of A lie in the open unit disk of the complex plane. The set D~/m C L p''' 
consists of all minimal systems which are discrete-time asymptotically stable. 
Two types of discrete-time balanced systems will be considered: Lyapunov-bal- 
anced and linear quadratic Gaussian-balanced systems (LQG). 
Lyapunov-balanced systems: For a system (A, B, C, D) E O/~n 'm, the controlla- 
bility Lyapunov equation reads 
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APA* - P + BB* = O. 
The asymptotic stability of A guarantees the existence of a umque solution P. 
which is called controllability Gramian of (A, B, C, D). Dually, the observabil- 
ity Lyapunov equation is 
A*QA -Q+C*C=O 
and its unique solution Q is called observability Gramian. Minimality of 
(A, B, C, D) implies that P > 0 and Q > 0. A system (A, B, C, D) E D~,, 'n is said 
to be Lyapunov-balanced iffP = Q -- 2; > 0, a real diagonal matrix, r is called 
Lyapunov-Gramian of (A, B, C, D). 
LQG-balanced systems: The discrete-time generalized control ARE (algebra- 
ic Riccati equation) associated to (A, B, C, D) E L pm is given by 
A*XA - X + C*C = (A*XB + C*D)(I + D*D + B*XB) '(D*C + B*XA). 
Its dual counterpart is the discrete-time generalized filter ARE 
AYA* - Y + BB* = (AYC* + BD*)(I + DD* + CYC*)-i(DB * + CYA*). 
Solutions X and Y are said to be stabilizing iff A - BF and A - HC, where 
Y = (I + D*D + B*XB) -1 (D*C + B*XA) and H = (AYC* + BD*) 
(l + DD* + CYC*) -1 , 
are discrete-time asymptotically stable. 
In the following section, we show that these equations can be put in a stan- 
dard form from which it can be deduced that for a minimal system, there exist 
uniquely determined stabilizing solutions X > 0 and Y > 0 to these ARE's [5]. 
A system (A, B, C, D) is called LQG-balanced iff there exists a real diagonal ma- 
trix 2; > 0 such that X = Y = ~, the LQG-Gramian of (A, B, C, D). 
Balancing and system equivalence: The controllability and observability 
Gramians/~ and Q of a system (TAT 1, TB, CT- i ,D)  are related to the corre- 
sponding Gramians P and Q of (A, B, C, D) via 
[~ = TPT*, 0 = T-I*Q v - ' .  
For every pair of positive definite matrices P and Q, there exists a nonsingular 
matrix T such that 
TPT* --- T I*QT i = ~, 
with -~ > 0 a real diagonal matrix [5]. Thus, every system in/y~,m has an equiv- 
alent system which is Lyapunov-balanced. Since the eigenvalues of the product 
of the Gramians are invariant under system equivalence, quivalent Lyapunov- 
balanced systems have the same Lyapunov-Gramian X if we require its diag- 
onal entries to be ordered, i.e., 
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Z = diag(afl,,~,..., akI,~), 
with al > ' "  > ak > 0 and ~-~ 1 ni = n. The values a l , . . . ,  ak are called Hankel 
singular values of the equivalence class {(TAT -j , TB, CT -~ , D), T E GL,(~)}.  If 
(A,B, C,D) is Lyapunov-balanced with Lyapunov Gramian Z as above, all 
equivalent balanced systems are of the form (SAS*,SB, CS*,D) with 
S = diag(Si, . . . ,  Sk) and S i E ~ ....... unitary for 1 ~< i ~< k. 
Similarly, the solutions X and ~" of the algebraic Riccati equations associat- 
ed to a system (TAT- I~  TB, CT-~,D) are connected with the solutions X and Y 
corresponding to (A, B, C, D) by 
f (  = T -  I * XT  - l , Y = TYT* . 
Thus every system in L~," possesses an equivalent LQG-balanced system. The 
diagonal entries of the LQG-Gramian Z = diag(alL,,,.. . ,~kI~) are called 
LQG-singular values and they are invariant under system equivalence. If 
(A, B, C, D) is LQG-balanced, the class of equivalent LQG-balanced systems 
is again of the form (SAS*, SB, CS*, D), where S = diag(St, . . . ,  Sk) with unitary 
matrices Si ~ ~ ..... . 
Canonical forms: Let ~ denote an equivalence r lation on a set M. Consider 
a map ~b:M ~ M with the following properties: ml ~ m2 implies 
qS(ml) =~b(m2) and m~49(m) for all m EM. Then the induced map 
c~i,o :M/~ M, [m] ~ qS(m) is well-defined and it assigns a distinguished rep- 
resentative 0(m) to every equivalence class [m] = {mj E M,m ~ mj}. Such a 
map 0 is called a canonical form for M/~.  This formal concept will be applied 
to M = L p,m and M =/3~, ,m, where ~ denotes the equivalence r lation defined by 
system equivalence. 
3. Discrete-time Bucy relation for minimal systems 
Consider the dual pair of discrete-time algebraic Riccati equations 
X = A*XA + C*C - (A*XB + C*D)(I + D*D + B*XB) I(D*C + B*XA), 
Y =AYA* +BB* - (AYC* +BD*)(I+DD* +CYC*) I(DB* +CYA*). 
Applying a result by Wimmer [6], we can rewrite (1) in standard form: 
X = ,TI*X.,~ + 0 -  il*XB(I +/~*X/~)-'/~*X,4, 
where with R := I + D*D > O, 
:= A - BR-1D*C, /~ := BR 1/2 0 := C*( I -  DR 'D*)C. 
Analogously, the standard form of (2) is given by 
Y=AYA*+O-AYC*( I+CYC*)  ICYA*, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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where for S := I + DD* > O, 
A :=A-BD*S IC, C:=S UZC, Q:=B( I -D*S- ID)B  *. 
These transformations leave the set of stabilizing solutions X > 0 and Y > 0 of 
the algebraic Riccati equations (1) and (2) invariant. 
Lemma 3.1. The ARE 's  (3) and (4) can be rewritten in the form 
X = A-*XA + C*C - A*XB(1 + B*XB)- 'B*XA,  
Y = AYA* + BB* - ,4Y5"*(I + CYC*)-~CYA*; 
where B :=/~ Ji'om above. 
(5) 
(6) 
Proof. It is easy to see that DR = SD, hence D*S l=  R ~D* and A-= ,4. 
Furthermore, 
0 = C ' ( I -  DR-1D*)C = C*( I -  DD*S- ' )C  = C*S-1C ~- C*C 
and similarly, Q =/~B*. [] 
Hence after transforming the two initial ARE's separately, we have obtained 
again a dual pair of algebraic Riccati equations. Define now: 
F := (I + D*D + B*XB) -~ (D*C + B*XA), (7) 
H := (AYC* + BD*)(I + DD* + CYC*) ~,• (8) 
f := (I + B*XB)-IB*X,4, (9) 
:= AYC*( I  + ~y~, ) - l .  (10) 
Then A -BF ,  ,4 -  BF, A -HC and A -HC are discrete-time asymptotically 
stable and the following computation shows that 
A-BF : ,~-BF  and A-HC=A-HC.  (11) 
Define 
W := (I + D*D + B*XB)-' = (R + B*XB) -l , 
then 
= A - BR-tD*C - B(R + B*XB)-IB*X(A - BR ~D*C) 
= A - BR ~D*C - BWB*X(A - BR-ID*C) 
= A - BWB*XA - BW(W -l - B*XB)R-JD*C 
= A - BW(B*XA + D'C)  = A - BF 
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and analogously A-  I:lC = A - HC. Rewriting 
`4 - BF = `4 -  B(I  ÷ B*XB) IB*X`4 
= ( / -  ~(/+ B*XB) ~#X)A 
= (I - BB*X(I + BB*X) ~)A --- (I + BB*X - BB*X)( I  + BB*X)-~`4 
= (I + BB*X)-'`4 (12) 
and analogously, 
`4 -  HC = ` 4(I ÷ YC*C) 1, (13) 
we obtain the relation 
(I + BB*X)(A - BY) = ( `4 -  f lC ) ( I  + YC*C) 
for the solutions X and Y of (1) and (2). 
Observe that the intertwining matrices in the above relation are invertible; 
we like to stress that this result is obtained without making any assumptions 
on the invertibility of A, A - BF or A - HC. In the sequel we will show that 
A - BF and A - HC are indeed similar. 
Theorem 3.2 (Discrete-time Bucy relation for minimal systems). Let 
(A, B, C, D) E I p'm let X > 0 and Y > 0 denote the stabilizing solutions o f  the 
Riccati equations (1) and (2) and let F and H be defined as in (7) and (8). Then 
( I+  YX)(A -BF)  (A -HC) ( I+YX) .  (14) 
Proof. We use the transformed Riccati equations in order to prove the 
assertion for ` 4-Bf f  and A -HC,  which in view of relations (11) yields the 
result. Let us start with the analysis of Eq. (5): 
X = A*XA + C*C - `4*XB(I + B*XB) ~B*X,4 
A*X(A - BY) + C*C. (15) 
Thus 
I + YX = YA*X(A - BY) + (I + YC*C). 
Now in view of (13) we get 
(`4 - HC) ( I  + YX) = (`4 - FIC)Y`4*X(A - Bf') + A. (16) 
Next, we proceed analogously with the dual Riccati equation (6), i.e., 
Y = AYA* + BB* - `4YC*(I + CYC*) 1~y`4, 
= (,4 - t tC)  YA* + BB*. (17) 
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There holds 
1 + rx = (d -/-20) Yd*x + (~ + ~*x) .  
Looking at (12) this results in 
(I + YX)(A - BF) = (A -  ttC)YA*X(A - BF) + A. (18) 
Observe that the right-hand sides of (16) and (18) coincide, which means that 
(1 + YX)(A-/~F) = (A - / tC) ( I  + YX). (19) 
Finally, note that I + YX = Y(Y-~ +X)  with Y > 0 and Y--~ +X > 0, which 
implies that 1 + YX is invertible. [] 
4. The characteristic map and its inverse 
In this section we define two maps 
~" U . . . . . . . .  D~,, 'm r,m L" ,, ~ and I~L: ---*L, 
which preserve system equivalence, minimality and balancing. These properties 
are consequences of close relations between the ARE's and Lyapunov equa- 
tions for corresponding systems in L~ 'm and /y~#m, respectively. In fact, the 
map ~L is precisely the discrete-time analogue of the characteristic map 7~L de- 
fined by Ober and Fuhrmann [3]. 
Definition 4.1. Let (A, B, C, D) E L p'm and let X > 0 and Y > 0 be the stabilizing 
solutions of the Riccati equations (1) and (2). Then the system 
(A - B(R + B*XB) '(B*XA + D*C) B(R + B*XB) -'':2 ) 
:= (S + CYC*)-~/2C(I + YX) D 
is called the L-characteristic of the system (A, B, C,D). 
The subsequent lemma shows that the L-characteristic map transforms a sys- 
tem with no restrictions on the pole location to a stable system of the same 
McMillan degree. The proofs of this and other results from this section are col- 
lected in Appendix A. 
Lemma 4.2. The L-characteristic of" a minimal system is discrete-time asymp- 
totically stable and minimal. The L-characteristics of two equivalent systems are 
equivalent; moreover, the corresponding transformation matrices are the same, 
i.e., ~L o T = T o ~L, where T in GL,([E) denotes the map which assigns an 
equivalent system to a system in L p,m or lY~ 'm in the following way: 
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r (A,B,C,D)  : : - (TAr ',TB, CT I,D). 
The following property of the characteristic map is crucial with respect o bal- 
ancing: The solutions of the Lyapunov equations associated to the L-character- 
istic system can be expressed in terms of the stabilizing solutions of the Riccati 
equations (5) and (6); actually, it is this fact that has provided the motivation 
for introducing the L-characteristic as in Definition 4.1. 
Proposition 4.3. Let (A, B, C,D) E Z p'm and let (~4, ~, % 9) c D~n 'm be its L- 
characteristic system, with X and Y the stabilizing solutions of the associated 
Riccati equations. Then the Lyapunov equations 
P = ..4P~4" + .~'~*, 
Q = ~'*Q~4 + cg*~., 
have the unique solutions 
P = Y(I +XY) -1 = ( I+  YX) 1y, 
Q = X( I  + YX) = (I + XY)X. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
The next step in our analysis is to define a map from D/~n 'm to  L p'm, namely the 
inverse L-characteristic, which is such that the stabilizing solutions of the Ric- 
cati equations associated to the image system under this map can be calculated 
in terms of the solutions of the Lyapunov equations of the original system. In- 
deed we will see that the inverse L-characteristic is really the inverse mapping of 
the L-characteristic. 
Definition 4.4. Let (,~, ?~, % 
Lyapunov equations 
p = ~4p~¢* + .~* ,  
O = ~4*QN + ~*~. 
Then the system 
IOL ~ := Ci 
with 
E/Y~,"~ and let P and Q be the solutions of the 
) Dj 
DI := .~, 
Cl := S~/2(I - ~P(I  + QP) lc~*)-1/2c~(I + PQ)-', 
B, := ~( I  - ~*(I + QP) 1Q~)-'/2Ri/2, 
A, := ~4 + ~( I  - ~*(I  + QP)-' Q~) - '~*( I  + QP) - IQd  + BIR-'~*C~, 
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where R :=- I + ~*~, S := I + ~* ,  is called the inverse L-characteristic of the 
system (0~¢, ,~, ~, 9). 
For well-definedness of I~, we need that the matrix I - ~* (1 + QP)-IQ:~ is 
positive definite. This follows from 
0< (Q-' +,z/P~¢*) -1 =(Q ' +P- ,@~*)  t =( I  +Qp-Q,~:M*)  ~Q 
and 
( I - ,~*( I  + QP) - 'Q~)  ' = I +,~*(I  + QP-  Q~aM*)-tQ~. 
The matrix I - ~,P(I + Qp)-~cg. is treated analogously. The fact that the in- 
verse characteristic system of a stable minimal system is minimal, i.e., 
I~(D~, .m) C L p,m, follows by the same argumentation asin the proof of Lemma 
4.2. 
First, we investigate the relation between the solutions of the Lyapunov 
equations associated with a system in D~, ,m and the ARE's for its inverse char- 
acteristic system. 
Proposition 4.5. Let (~', ~, ~, 9)  E Olin 'm. Let P and Q be the solutions of  the 
Lyapunov equations (20) and (21). Then the ARE's  associated to 
(A1,B1; CI,D1) = I~ (~4,,~, ~, 9), i.e., 
X = A~XA, + C;C, - (ATXB , + C;D, )(R1 + B~XB,)-I(D~C, + BTXA 1 ), 
(24) 
Y = A1YA~ + B,B~ - (A, YC~ + B,D~)(S, + C, YC~)-' (DIB~ + C1YA~), 
(25) 
where Rj = I + D*IDJ, Sl = I + DIDO, have the unique solutions 
X = Q( I+PQ)  ' = ( I+Qp) - IQ ,  (26) 
Y = P(I  + QP) = (I + PQ)P. (27) 
We proceed by showing that the inverse L-characteristic map is really the in- 
verse mapping of the L-characteristic ffL. This is accomplished by proving 
the following two propositions. 
Proposition 4.6. I¢,~ o ~L : LP'' ~ Lp'm is the identi O, map, i.e., the characteristic 
map ~k c is injective. 
Proposition 4.7. ~b L o I~,,: D~n "m ~ D~n 'm & the identity map, i.e., the characteristic 
map tpL is surjective. 
In view of Lemma 4.2, it is now a straightforward consequence ofI~, L = ~bL 1 
that also I,L respects ystem equivalence. 
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Corollary 4.8. The inverse L-characteristic systems of two equivalent systems are 
equivalent," moreover 
I~ L o r = T o lo~ 
Jor T E GL,,([~) and T(A,B,C,D) = (TAT t,TB, CT-~,D). 
L p .... L p .... Remark 4.9. Let [~ = ~ and let ~.0 c denote the set of minimal systems 
with zero feedthrough term. Analogously, let D~'o denote the set of strictly 
causal systems in/~,,'". The system class LP'o can be interpreted as an open 
subset of the Euclidean space ~ "2+"m+p" in a natural way. Note that for D = 0, 
the ARE's (1) and (2) are already in the standard form of (5) and (6). 
According to a result by Delchamps [7], the stabilizing solution to an ARE is 
an analytic function of the system matrices. The same is true for the solutions 
of Lyapunov equations for systems in /~,.m. Let ~ denote the equivalence 
relation defined by system equivalence. Following the argumentation by Ober 
and Fuhrmann [3], the map I//L constitutes a diffeomorphism between the sets 
DPm ~.  LPlI~/~ and ,i0 / 
5. Balanced canonical form 
p.m A canonical form for the set L / ~ is a map which assigns a distinguished 
representative of the equivalence class 
{(TAT-', TB, CT ',O), T C GL,(~)} 
. p.m to (A,B.C,D) EL n . 
If (A, B, C, D) is LQG-balanced with LQG-Gramian X -- 
diag(alI,,~,...,ad,,~), then the LQG-balanced systems which are equivalent 
to (A,B,C,D) are precisely those of the form (SAS*,SB, CS*,D) with 
S = diag(S1,..., Sk) and Si E ~ ....... unitary for 1 ~<i<~ k. Thus, a balanced ca- 
nonical form is a map which assigns a distinguished representative of the equiv- 
alence class 
{ (SAS*, SB, CS*, D), S = diag(S1,..., S~), Si E ~ ....... unitary}, 
to the balanced system (A,B,C,D). The integers k and nl , . . . ,nk with 
~ i~ ln ,= n are determined by the block partition of the Gramian 27 of 
(A,B,C,D). 
The analysis of the characteristic map from the point of view of balancing 
requires a minor modification. Define a new characteristic map for a system 
(A, B, C, D) E L p'm by 
eL := ~ (4T_114 ~ , 
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where T := (1 + YX)*(I + YX) and X, Y are the stabilizing solutions of (1) and 
(2), i.e., ~L (A, B, C, D) is equivalent o (~¢, .~, c¢, ~) = q~L (A, B, C, D). 
Similarly, for (~,  ~, ~, ~) E/3~#', where P and Q are the associated solu- 
tions of the Lyapunov equations, define U := (! + PQ)*(I + PQ) and 
~ := \ C1U 1/4 
where (A~, B~, Ct, Dr) =/~ (.~-/, ~,  ~, ~). 
U D~ I/4BI ) 
Note that /~ o ~L is not the identity map, 
L, ~L (A, B, C. D) ~ (A, B, C, D) for all (A, B, C, D) E U,'/~. 
but still 
Theorem 5.1. I f  (A, B, C, D) E LPn 'm is discrete-time LQG-balanced with Gramian 
Z, then @.(A, B, C, D) in 1~ 'm is L yapunov-balanced with Gramian ~. Conversely, 
if (~j, .~, c6 ,~ ) E D~, 'm is L yapunov-balanced with Gramian Z, then 
,~¢,~ (.~', ~, ~, ~) 6 L p'm is discrete-time LQG-balanced with Gramian £. 
If (~D is a Lyapunov-balanced canonical Jorm .for D~,,'m/~, then 
4~L := L~ o ~D o ~L is a discrete-time LQG-balanced canonical Jbrm Jbr Lp'm/ ~. 
Proof. Let (A,B, C,D) be minimal, and let X, Y be as introduced above. By 
Proposition 4.3 the two Lyapunov equations associated to 
are solved by P = (I + YX) i y and Q =_(I +xY)X.  Moreover, the solutions to 
the Lyapunov equations associated to ~L(A, B, C,D) are given by 
Pl = T '/4UF'/4 = (( I+ YX)*(I + YX))'/4(I+ YX) 'Y((I+ YX)*(I + YX)) '/4, 
Q, = T '/4QT-'/4 = ((I + YX)*(I + YX))-'/4(I + XY)X((I + YX)*(1 + YX)) ,..4. 
If (A, B, C, D) is LQG-balanced, then Y = X = Z is diagonal, and therefore 
P~ =Y=X=Qj  =Z,  
i.e., ~L (A, B, C, D) is Lyapunov-balanced with Lyapunov Gramian Z. The con- 
verse follows in the same way_. Note that when restricted to the subclass of 
LQG-balanced systems, I~L~ o OL is indeed the identity map. 
Thus, if (A,B,C,D)E L pm is LQG-balanced with LQG-Gramian Z, 
~bl.(A,B,C,D ) is also LQG-balanced with Gramian 2;. Moreover, if 
(A, B, C, D) ~ (A,, B,, C1, DI), then ~b L(A, B, C, D) ~ @~ (A,, BI, C,, Dr ) and thus, 
since ~b D is a canonical form, 
(pD~L(A,B, C,D) = (JO~L(A, B,, C, ,D,). 
This proves q~L (A, B, C, D) = q~t (A l, B t, C1, D i). Finally, 
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qbL(A,B , C,D) ~ LL ~L(A,B, C,D) = (A, B, C, D) 
shows that ~b L is indeed a canonical form. [] 
In view of the above theorem, one obtains a canonical form for discrete-time 
LQG-balanced minimal systems via the corresponding canonical form for 
Lyapunov-balanced discrete-time asymptotically stable systems using the L- 
characteristic map. The balanced canonical form for L~I" is schematically rep- 
resented by the following Fig. 1. 
m 
iPn, m 
~L  
( 
, m 
1 Lyapunov-balanced canonical form CD 
Dpn, ra 
Fig. 1. Discrete-time LQG-balanced canonical form 4L. 
The main advantage of this procedure is the fact that it results in a construc- 
tion of a balanced canonical form for arbitrary, not necessarily stable, discrete- 
time minimal systems. Other canonical forms for the similarity action on min- 
imal systems (A,B, C) are well known, with important contributions by Kal- 
man [8], Rissanen [9], Popov [10], and Bosgra and van der Weiden [11]. 
Most of these canonical forms for multivariable systems are generalizations 
of the observer or controller canonical forms for SISO systems. Their signifi- 
cance for system identification originates from the fact that there is a transpar- 
ent relation between the parameters of the canonical form and the coefficients 
of the associated transfer function. 
On the other hand, in a more recent work, Ober [12] has constructed several 
new canonical forms for state-space equivalence, based on balanced realiza- 
tions. These canonical forms share the striking advantages of balancing with 
respect o system truncation, model reduction, robustness properties, and sys- 
tem identification. Furthermore, the geometrically very simple parameter space 
of balanced parametrizations gives a better understanding of basic topological 
aspects, such as the number of connected components of the manifold of fixed- 
degree systems, and a variety of diffeomorphisms between various system 
classes. 
For the class of linear time-invariant minimal systems, the known balanced 
canonical form is based on Lyapunov-balancing, which is restricted to asymp- 
totically stable systems. Ober and Fuhrmann [3] introduced a balanced canon- 
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ical form for continuous-time minimal systems with no spectral restrictions, via 
a characteristic map. The present paper provides the analogous construction 
for the discrete case. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, a Bucy relation is obtained for discrete-time minimal systems. 
Using this relation, a new bijection is constructed between Lp'm, the set of min- 
imal systems with no restrictions on the pole location, and/Y~'", the set of dis- 
crete-time asymptotically stable minimal systems, via the characteristic map ~L 
and its inverse 1~, L. The characteristic map is given in terms of explicit state 
space formulas, and it applies to systems which are not necessarily strictly caus- 
p.m ,m al. It gives rise to a diffeomorphism between L,. o and D~,,. 0 , the corresponding 
subsets of systems with zero feedthrough term, in L pm and/Y~#", respectively. 
There are, of course, simpler ways to construct homeomorphisms and even dif- 
feomorphisms between these spaces, for instance, by a mere scaling of the sys- 
tem matrices, see e.g. the work by Helmke [13] or Hanzon [14]. Although such 
a scaling leads indeed to canonical forms for the similarity action on U ..... it 
fails for the construction of balanced canonical forms. The characteristic 
map reveals close relations between the solutions of the corresponding algebra- 
ic Riccati and Lyapunov equations, which are used for the construction of our 
balanced canonical form for LQG-balanced minimal discrete-time systems. 
Appendix A 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Since X is the stabilizing solution of the Riccati equation, 
it is clear that ~ = A -BF  is stable. Moreover, since (A,B) is reachable, we 
also have reachability of (A - BF, B) and hence of (A - BF, B(R + B*XB) i/2). 
For checking observability, we write 
~4 = (I + YX)-'(A -HC) ( I+  YX), 
as established in (14). Thus (d ,  c6) is similar to (A -HC,  (S + CYC*)-I/2c), 
and an analogous argument as above yields the observability of this matrix 
pair. 
The stabilizing solutions of the ARE's for the system (TAT -1, TB, CT ~,D), 
where T is nonsingular, are given by T I*XT-~ and TYT ~, respectively. Hence 
we get 
OL\ CT ' D ~e 
with ~ = ~, 
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~' = rAT 1 _ TB(R + B,T,(T-,,XT-~)TB)-I 
(B*T*(T '*XT ')TAT-' + D*CT ' )=  To~IT -l, 
= TB(R+B,T,(T- I ,XT-t)TB)  1/2= Y.~, 
c~:= (S +CT '(TYT*)T-'*C*)-I/2CT I(I + (TYT*)(T-'*XT 1)) 
= :dT -1" [] 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. We prove that : ] ( I+  YX) -~Y~4* +~* 
= (I + YX)-lY. First, we plug in :¢ = A-  BF = ,4 -B f i  and use the Bucy 
relation (19) to obtain 
~4(I+ YX) ~Y.~/* = ( ,4 -BF) ( I+  YX) ' Y ( ,4 -BF)*  
= (I + YX)-' (.d - /qc )  Y(A* - F'B*). 
Using the definition of F, this results in 
~1(I + YX)-1yag * = (1 + YX) ' ( .4 -  HC)YA*(I -XB( I  + B*XB) 'B*). 
Using (17), we can also write 
~q~4(I -~ YX) -1Y.9~* = (I + YX) '(Y - BB*)(I - XB(I  + B*XB) '3*), 
or, with P = (1 + YX) i y, 
= (I + YX) -1 (BB* -}- (Y - BB*)X3(I+B*X3) '3*). P ~p~ 
Thus, it remains to be proven that the right-hand side of the last equation 
equals ~* .  Note that 
2~* = B(R + B*XB)-1B * = B(I + B*XB) 'B*, 
hence ,qJ,~* = (I + YX) -~ (3(1 + B*XB)-~3 * + YXB(I + B*XB)-IB*). The equal- 
ity 
BB* - BB*XB(I + B*XB)-~B * = 3(1 + B*XB) ~3" 
can easily be verified and concludes the proof for the first Lyapunov equation. 
The second equation is treated analogously. Uniqueness of the solutions fol- 
lows from the fact that ~ is discrete-time asymptotically stable. [] 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. We show that V := (I + QP)- IQ solves (24). The 
second equation is treated in the same way. The feedthrough terms ~ and Dx 
are equal, and thus also the matrices R and S which are defined as usual. With 
AI = A1 - B1R-1D~C1, Bl = B1R 1/2, el  = s-1/2c1, 
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/~t = ~( I  - ,~* V.~) -1/2, 
C, = (I - :gP(I + QP)-'cg*) l/2:~.(i _}_ pQ)-I. 
Moreover, 
A, = (I - .J;~*V) ' ,~/= (I - :M.s.~*Q(I + PQ)-') I d 
= (1 +PQ)( I  +PQ - aM~*Q) '.~ 
and, using the Lyapunov equations, 
(I + PQ)-]AI = (I + .¢/P.~/*Q)-lag = .:~/(I + P.~*O~/)-' 
= ~cl(I + PQ - pcg*cg)-'. 
Writing (24) in standard form, what we need to prove is 
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V - C[C, 'A~ VA, - A~ VB, (I + B t VB,)-'B~ VA,. (A.1) 
Since I + B~VBI = (I - ~* V.@) -l, we have Bl( I  + B~VBI)-IB~ = .~* ,  i.e., the 
right-hand side of the transformed ARE (A.I) is 
A~(V - Vl~l(I + B~VBI) 1/~V)/f 1 
= A~ ( V - V~*  V).4, = A~ V(I - .~*  V)A, = A~ V.~t 
= (i + QP - (6'*~rP)-~:*(z + QP)W4 = ( i  + QP - ~*~P) - '~*Q.o /  
- ( I  + QP  - g*¢P) - ' (Q  - ~')*c6). (A.2) 
The left-hand side of (A.1) transforms to 
V - C~C 1 
= (I + Qp)-LQ _ (I + QP) '~*(I - cgP(I + QP)--'c~*)-'cg~(I + PQ)--' 
= (I + QP) ' Q - (I + Qp)- '  (I - Cg*cgp(I + Qp)- '  ) ~g'*~(i + pQ) ' 
: (I + QP)- 'Q - (I + QP - ~*<gP) 1(~,(~(1 _[_ pQ)-I. (A.3) 
Thus, it remains to be shown that (A.2) and (A.3) coincide. This follows from 
the trivial equality 
(I +QP-  ~*cg?) '( I  +QP-  ~*c~'P)Q=Q= (I +Qp)  'Q(I + PQ) 
by subtracting (I + QP - (g*gp)-Jg*cg from both sides and multiplying the re- 
suiting equation 
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(I + QP - (6"*c6P) -' (Q - ~"(6')(I + PQ) 
= (I + QP)- 'Q( I  + PQ) - (I + QP - %~*~P)-~(~*~ 
by (I + PQ) 1 from the right. The closed loop matrix associated to (24) is 
A~ - B1F~ :=A, - /~ , ,~  :=A, -B , ( I+B~VB, )  ~B~V.41 
= (I - ~*  V)A, = .~/. 
In view of the asymptotic stability of ~1, this shows that V is indeed a stabiliz- 
ing solution, and thus uniquely determined. [] 
Proof of Proposition 4.6. Let (A ,B,C,D)  be a minimal system, and let 
(o~/,~,~, ~) be its characteristic system; furthermore, let X and Y be the 
stabilizing solutions to the associated Riccati equations. In Proposition 4.3 we 
have shown that the solutions of the L~fapunov equations associated to 
(.~1, :~, ~,-, ~) are given by P = Y(I + XY)-l  and Q = X( l  + YX). We use the 
notation: 
I0L ~ = C1 DI " 
The determination of the feedthrough term is easy; we see that Dj = ~ = D. 
Next we show that B~ = B using the following formulas: 
PQ = Y(I  + xY)  '( I  + XY)X  = YX, QP = xY ,  
(I + QP) 'Q = (I +XY)  '(I +xY)x  = x ,  
P ( I+QP)  = Y( I+XY)  1(/~_~)= y. 
Rewrite ~ as 
= B(R + B*XB) ,/2 = B(I + B*XB) -'/2. 
Then, from the definition of BI, 
Bl R-'/2 = ~( I  - ~*( I  + QP) 'Q2)  1/2 = ~( I -  ~*x2)  -'/2 
= B(I + B*XB) L/2 ( I  - (1 + B*XB)-UzB*XB(I + B*XB) ,/2) 
= B(1 + B*XB) 1/2((1r -[- B*XB) ') ,/2 = 
Thus, in view of B = BR -I/2, we obtain B~ = B. Analogously, we can write 
~' = (I + CrC*) '/2C(I + YX), 
and thus, using the definition of G,  
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9-1/2Ci (I + PQ) = (I - (gP(I + QP)-lcg*)-U~-~" 
= (t - ~( I  + YX) 1y(! +xy) - ,~ , ) - , /2~ 
= (I - (I + CYC*)-I/2cTYC'*(I  + dYC*)-l/2)-1/2(6 
= (I + cyc* ) ' /2~ = c( I  + rx) .  
Hence S-~/2CI = C = S 1/2C, i.e., CI = C. Finally, we calculate A~. From (12), 
,~,' = 3 - /~F  = (I + B/~*X)-'fi. 
Using B = ,~( I  - .@*X,~) - I /2 from above, we obtain 
A = (I + Ba*X).cff = (I + .~(I  - ~*X~)  '~*X) .~/  
= .el + .~(I  - .~A*(I + QP) ~Q~)- I~*( I  + QP) - IQ~/ .  (A.4) 
Moreover, since 
A =A+BR 1D*C- - -A+BIR-1D*C~,  
a direct comparison to the definition of A~ together with (A.4) yields 
AI =A. [] 
Proof of Proposition 4.7. Let X = (~ ,  ,~, ~f, ~) • D~n 'm and let 
--Y'I : (A1,BI, CI,DI) : LpL(Z ). We need to prove that I / / L (X I )  =:  
(,~/1, ~l ,  call, 21 ) = X. The solutions of the ARE's associated to 2;] are denoted 
by X and Y, and the solutions of the Lyapunov equations for 22 are P and Q. 
The feedthrough terms are all equal. With/~1 = BIR i/2, 
~1 : BI (R + B~XBI ) 1/2 : BI (I ~- B~XB[) 1/2. 
Since 
B, = ~( I  - ~*(1 + QP) 1Q~)-1/2 = ~( I  - ~*x~)  -1/2 
and 
I + B~XB~ = I + (I - ~*X~) -~/2~*X~( I  - .~*X;~) -~/2 
= (I - ;~*X~)  1/2(I - ~*X~ + ~*X.~) ( I  - :~*X~)  -'/2 
= (I  - ~*x~)  ', 
we obtain 
.~, = ~( I  - ~*X .~) - ' /2 ( I  - ~*X .~)  '/2 = .~. 
Similarly, with 6"~ = S ~/2C1, 
c6, = (S + C, YC;) - ' /2C,  (I + YX) = (I + Cl YC~)- ' / :C ,  (I + YX) 
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and 
Cl = (I - c~,~P(I + QP)-L(6*)-L/2W(I + PQ)- ' .  
Thus ,  not ing  that  P(I  + QP) ~ = (1 + PQ) ~P = (I + PQ) ~Y(l + QP)-~, 
I + C, YC~ = (I - (6"P(I + QP) ,%,)- i .  
Thus  
~1 = c~(I + PQ)- I( I  + YX) : ~'. 
F ina l ly ,  let Al = Ai -- BjR ID*lC~, then  
and  
thus  ~/1 = ~/ .  [ ]  
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